
Daily Log 

As part of your apprenticeship, your assessors require you to keep a written daily working record of 

the work that you have undertaken that day. We recommended that you get an A4 notebook to 

record your work in. Do not get a wire bound book as these do not perform well over time as the 

wire gets bent easily making the book difficult to use. The reason for keeping a paper record (in 

preference to an electronic record) is that the notebook can be taken easily to meetings and easily 

reviewed by your assessor.  

You may think your hand writing isn’t neat, but the record is primarily for yourself and future 

reference. However, hand writing is a skill that needs practice to get improvement and this exercise 

will help you improve your skill. Being able to write legibly is a skill that you will require as you 

progress in life. There are very few exceptions for not being able to keep a written record, but if you 

feel you are one, please discuss this with your assessor. 

We ask that you bring your working record with you when you attend college as you can use this to 

record useful information from the teaching and allow us to review what learning has taken place in 

the workplace. Obviously you must bring a writing implement with you to write in the book. 

Some important points to note about the daily log: 

 It is not the summative portfolio required for the apprenticeship but is a tool to help you 

professionally progress and will assist in helping us discuss items for your portfolio as the 

record is reviewed with us at our regular reviews. 

 It is not a diary and shouldn’t be written like a diary. Please see the rest of the this document 

for some guidelines to assist you in what you should record in your daily record. 

 Do not record sensitive information about yourself or customers (e.g. passwords, PINs or 

personal postal addresses) 

Our suggestion is that inside the front cover you record your contact details and other useful 

information that you need to remember for your job. 

  



What to record 

Meetings 

When attending any meetings you should record: 

 Those present. (You can use initials) 

 The start and finish times of the meeting. 

 Any action points from the meeting, especially ones you are assigned. 

If you are involved with a telephone call involving discussion with the customer, make sure you 

record the relevant details as if it were a meeting. You can use these notes to “reflect” back to the 

customer at the end of the call or follow up the call with an email. 

Only calls that contain useful information need be recorded, not incidental calls that you pass to 

others. 

This scanned page is an example of an important phone call: 

 

  



Technical Details 

When recording technical details, the following questions are things that might help you when 

recording the details: 

 What did you do? 

 How long did it take? 

 What did you learn? 

 What learning did you use – e.g. is there anything specific that you couldn’t have done 

without training? 

 What learning did you use? 

 What equipment did you use? 

 What do you need to remember? 

 What learning have you identified? 

 Could you write an instruction for others? 

 Is there anything that you need to follow up? 

 Is there anything you need to raise with your manager? 

 If you were doing a job for a customer what feedback did you get? 

 What can you do differently? 

 Is there anything you need to schedule to do? 

This is an example of a technical fault entry: 

 

  



You can print out emails and screenshots and then stick them in as the following entries 

demonstrate: 

 

You don’t have to print out emails, but it might help to have hard copies. You could just record the 

date and sender so that you can look up the details easily but make sure that you do archive the 

email.  

If you carry out routine tasks (e.g. backup checks) the details only need to be recorded once. 

Expectation 

We expect that at the end of each day you will have recorded at least one item in your record, 

sometimes more than one item. However, we do understand that sometimes jobs can contain 

routines and so not every day will have an entry as your apprenticeship progresses.  

Unless you are on leave, no week should pass without you having learned something and the details 

recorded. It is not acceptable to not having written anything during a week and the learning contract 

your employer signed states that you will be learning in the work place one day a week. 

We will be checking the working record on visits and your visits at college. 

 


